Photoreactor applications in water and wastewater treatment has been increased in recent years. The simulation of radiation distribution inside the reactors allows the optimization of its operation. The radiation transfer equation (RTE) illustrates the field radiation. We applied the discrete ordinate (DO) method to solve the RTE and computed the local volumetric rate of energy absorption (LVREA) in a photoreactor, consisting of a Ultra Violet (UV) lamp and titanium dioxide Degussa P25 (TiO 2 DP 25) catalyst. First, GAMBIT 2.4.6 was employed to model the reactor in three dimensions. The simulation of the radiation distribution was carried out using FLUENT 14.5 software in the framework of a multiple point source summation (MPSS) model. The robustness of the DO approach was assessed by comparing with the Monte Carlo (MC) method and experimental data. The coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and index of agreement (IA) of DO and experimental data were 0.95 and 0.93, respectively. The DO and MC had a good convergence in the low concentrations of TiO 2 DP 25. In the concentrations between 0.03 g/l to 0.15 g/l, the difference with experimental data increased. In the concentration of 0.15 g/l, and beyond, the both methods and experimental data were in a good agreement.
INTRODUCTION
Urbanization, population growth, and escalating water consumption are associated with new challenges in the management of water resources. Due to the overall load and insufficient elimination of some pollutants, advanced water, and wastewater processes become progressively applicable. In recent years, advanced oxidation processes application in removing non-biodegradable compounds in water and wastewater has been increased (Wols & Hofman-Caris ) . In the AOTs (advanced oxidation technologies), ultraviolet (UV) radiation as well as ozone (O 3 ), hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ), photocatalysts and metal catalysts can be used to generate highly reactive hydroxyl radicals to oxidize the target pollutants. Photocatalysis processes use solid semiconductors that are activated by UV light. Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) is considered as one of the most widely used photocatalysts. This approach is nontoxic, economical, highly photochemically and chemically stable and eco-friendly. To evaluate and optimize the performance of photodegradation with TiO 2 catalysts, a deeper understanding of the mechanistic models, the radiation distribution, reactor hydraulics, and intrinsic TiO 2 photo-oxidation kinetics are vital (Turolla et al. ) . An optimized UV/TiO 2 photocatalystic oxidation generates hydroxyl radicals at adequate concentrations.
Radiation distribution is one of the indispensable parameters in the simulation of photoreactors (Elyasi & Taghipour, ) . The radiation transfer equation (RTE) depicts the radiation distribution and can be solved using various methods (Cassano et al. ) . Because the exper- As they did not consider the shadow, the rate of radiation distribution reached 33% more than real values.
Taghipour & Sozzi () studied the hydrodynamics of a UV reactor. They verified the results using the velocity profile attained by a particle image velocimetry test. Sozzi & Taghipour () evaluated UV reactor performance modeling using Eulerian and Lagrangian methods. They encompassed effective factors such as reaction kinetics, the particular hydrodynamic of the reactor and the model of radiation distribution. They reported a good agreement in the attained results at high flow rate. Munoz et al.
() predicted the performance of UV disinfection sensitivity to particle tracking inputs using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The reactor encompassed the middle pressure lamps in water treatment. They depicted that the rate of inactivation kinetics was dependent on the model meshing (tetrahedral and hexagonal) and the selection of the turbulence model was less sensitive to meshing. 
METHODS
The effective factors in a UV system are as follows: hydrodynamics of the reactor, RTE, reaction kinetics (including oxidation of chemical pollutants and the inactivation rate of microorganisms), and internal features of the reactor (Elyasi ). The RTE simulates the light intensity dispersion inside the reactor. The light intensity dispersion is dependent on the following items: type of lamp, the position of lamp, reactor geometry, catalyst type, catalyst concentration, particle agglomeration size, the reflecting specification of reactor walls, inflow rate, pH, outflow rate, and radiation wavelength For each directional unit vector (Ω) at a specific wavelength (λ), the RTE indicates the radiation field، (Equation (1) 
where s is position vector; Ω is a directional unit vector; t is time (s); I λ s،Ω،t ð Þis radiant intensity for specific solid angle Ω and specific location s; k λ is absorption coefficient of the medium (l/m); σ λ is scattering coefficient of the particulates in the
is phase function. k λ s،Ω،t ð ÞI λ s،Ω،t ð Þ represents the loss of photons due to absorption, σ λ s،Ω،t ð ÞI λ s،Ω،t ð Þ describes the loss of radiation due to out-scattering, j λ s،t ð Þ describes the emission of light due to the temperature,
illustrates the gain in radiation due to in-scattering. In the lack of emission (operating at relatively low temperature) and scattering (no significant concentration of particulates), Equation (1) can be simplified to Equation (2) (Elyasi & Taghipour ) .
The local incident radiation at any point from all the directions is defined by Equation (3):
Equation (3) facilitates the developing of a radiation distribution model for any type of radiant point source. To solve RTE, two issues have to be defined: the optical specifications (such as absorption and scattering coefficients and the phase function) and the boundary circumstances (Pareek et al. ) . Following this, the local volumetric rate of energy absorption (LVREA) at any point can be achieved using Equation (4).
The DO can be used to compute the radiation intensity due to absorption, scattering and emission within the fluid, as well as reflection and emission from the reactor walls. The approach splits up the radiation field into a number of separate directions and solves the RTE for each of these directions. The DO modifies Equation (1) for radiation intensity in the spatial coordinates (x, y, z). In other words, the model solves the RTE for a limited number of discrete solid angles in the vector direction Ω fixed in the coordination of (x, y, z) (Equation (5)).
The perfect description of DO method would be found in (7) centrifugal pump; (8) air injector; and (9) sampling port.
We modeled the reactor with various concentrations of TiO 2 DP25. First, GAMBIT 2.4.6 software was employed to create the geometry of the reactor and mesh it. Figure 1 depicts the geometry of the reactor. The geometry was combined using 134,294 tetrahedral cells and 26,921 nodes. The suitability of the geometry in FLUENT can be evaluated using an index of Minimum Orthogonal Quality, which varies between 0 (low aptness) to 1 (high aptness). Our index was 0.95, which was acceptable. The MPSS was used to simulate the radiation of the lamp. FLUENT 14.5 software (2012), which is based on finite volume, was used to solve the RTE. For reactor simulation, the following initial assumptions were made (Moreira del Rio ): UV lamp was used as a uniform emission source; the flow was steady state; the inflow to the reactor was 15 L/min; the initial concentration for different experimental work was prepared from The MPSS considers the lamp as a light source, which has radiation in all directions. The effect of UV radiation at each point can be attained by the sum of the energy of every single point source (Equation (6)).
where n is the number of sources; z is the axial distance (m), and l i is the distance from the current location to the point source number (m).
The scattering and absorption coefficients for TiO 2 DP25 are dependent on the wavelength of the light. The RTE should be solved for every wavelength separately, which is a time consuming process. Therefore, the mean values of wavelengths were considered to acquire the coefficients (Equations (7) and (8); Moreira del Rio ).
where κ The BC type of lamp was regarded as semi-transparent.
The outflow BCs, the internal emissivity for polyethylene was 0.92. The diffuse fraction changes between 0 (diffuse reflectivity) to 1 (specular reflectivity). Radiation around the circular lamp was heterogeneous. For simplicity, the reflection was assumed to occur at the same angle of the radiation. Therefore, we selected that the diffuse fraction for lamp and wall equalled 1. The BC type of external wall was opaque. The lamp was assumed as a semi-transparent material. We assumed the angles θ and ϕ of lamp and sleeve equal to 10 À6 degrees. The diffuse irradiation of the lamp was 116 W/m 2 . The sleeve around the lamp was Pyrex, which attracted 6% of the radiation. Therefore, the total radiation of lamp was 109 W/m 2 .
We used a coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and Index of Agreement (IA) for the model efficiency (Equations (9) and (10) results are inefficient and unreliable (Heckman ; Krause et al. ).
where A t, F t , A and F are observed (recorded) data, predicted data and average of observed data and the mean predicted data, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The feasible effect of the Pyrex sleeve on the computations was evaluated. We selected four scenarios with different numbers of tetrahedral cells and nodes to mesh the geometry of the photoreactor and determine the effect of meshing on the 
